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Wheat production and productivity are challenged by recurrent droughts associated with climate change globally. Drought

and heat stress resilient cultivars can alleviate yield loss in marginal production agro-ecologies. The ability of some crop

genotypes to thrive and yield in drought conditions is attributable to the inherent genetic variation and environmental

adaptation, presenting opportunities to develop drought-tolerant varieties. Understanding the underlying genetic,

physiological, biochemical, and environmental mechanisms and their interactions is key critical opportunity for drought

tolerance improvement.
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1. Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L., 2n = 6x = 42, AABBDD) is a key commodity crop driving food security and the global

economy along the value chains. With an increasing world human population and dwindling agricultural lands, the global

demand for wheat products will increase by 60% by 2050 . Therefore, wheat yields will need to increase by 1.6% per

annum to meet world demands. Recurrent droughts attributable to climate change affect agriculture-based systems

through unpredictable rainfall patterns and changes in crop cycles, diseases, and pest dynamics, leading to a reduction in

potential yield gains. Consequently, this compromises food security and economic development, among others .

Low productivity presents a great challenge to wheat farmers due to market fluctuations and price shocks . Hence, there

is a need to develop and adopt drought-adapted modern cultivars that are climate-resilient to mitigate the impacts of

current and future environmental changes and deliver market-preferred products. Creating drought-tolerant, high yielding

and water-use efficient cultivars is the most economical efficient strategy. The use of irrigation water is unaffordable and

unsustainable, especially in arid and semi-arid regions, including sub-Saharan African countries. Elucidation of the

genetic, agronomic, and environmental components is paramount to determining the response of wheat to drought.

Furthermore, the exploitation of genetic resources such as landraces, synthetics and wild relatives will lead to the

discovery of a wealth of essential alleles for wheat improvement programs.

Drought stress hampers plant growth, development and yield by changing the inherent agro-physiological and

biochemical processes and pathways . Drought stress occurs in different patterns and intensities at different crop

growth stages . The impact of drought stress differs according to the genotype, environment and genotype x

environment interaction . In addition, drought tolerance is a complex quantitative trait governed by multiple agronomic

traits and polygenes . This has posed significant limitations in developing breeding populations and varieties with

improved drought tolerance. The temporal and spatial variation in imposing drought stress across different environments

and experiments has contributed to poor selection efficiency, slowing genetic progress in drought tolerance breeding. The

essential target agronomic traits for improving drought tolerance include early heading, anthesis and maturity ,

as well as root system architecture . Physiological traits include relative water content (RWC), canopy temperature

(CT), normalized difference vegetative index (NDVI), stem water-soluble carbohydrates (WSC), among others 

. Further, the main biochemical traits associated with drought tolerance include high soluble sugar content, chlorophyll

content, reduced gas exchange, high proline content, increased carbohydrates content and reduced superoxide

dismutase concentration . Ideotype breeding with desirable agro-morphological, physiological and biochemical

traits can potentially improve drought tolerance in wheat.

2. Impact of Drought Stress on Wheat Production

Drought stress has a catastrophic effect on agricultural production. Agronomic traits such as grain yield were reportedly

reduced by 25% to 62.75%, grain numbers per spike by 38% to 50%, 1000-kernel weight by 16.4% to 19.42% and plant

height by 14.7% to 34.45% under drought stress across different studies . This suggests that grain yield and

grain numbers per spike are more sensitive to drought stress. Physiological traits such as leaf water content,
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photosynthetic rate and chlorophyll content reduced by up to 73.8%, 32% and 19%, respectively, suggesting that leaf

water content was more sensitive to drought stress . Root biomass and above-ground plant biomass were reduced

by 23% and 45%, in that order . Hence, there is a need to breed for new varieties that can maintain or partition more

biomass under drought stress. A meta-analysis from 144 studies published between 1980 and 2015 showed that wheat

yields have declined by 20.6% , while a related study that included 60 published studies between 1980 and 2017

showed a reduction of 27.5% due to drought stress at different growth stages . Recently, several countries in Africa

experienced drought events which reduced wheat production by 45% . Several factors such as increased population

growth, unsustainable agricultural production and ecological imbalance (soil erosion, depletion of nutrients and water

resources, overutilization of natural vegetation, and environmental disasters) have aggravated the impact of drought

stress in these countries .

Drought stress affects wheat at all stages of crop growth. However, its effect is more devastating at the seedling, tillering,

jointing, heading, anthesis and grain filling stages . Drought at the seedling stage can inflict up to a 50% reduction

in root length . Notably, reproductive and grain filling stages are the most sensitive stages to water stress .

Drought at anthesis causes abortion of ovules, consequently reducing the number of grains per spike and grain weight

and ultimately grain yield . During grain filling stage, moisture deficit may disrupt nutrient uptake and

photosynthesis, leading to the production of shrivelled kernels . Bennett et al.  reported that drought stress reduced

yield by 65%. The authors reported a reduction in the heritability values of grain yield from 74% to 58% due to drought.

Plants show a reduced stomatal opening and gaseous exchange when stressed, which leads to low photosynthetic

efficiency and yield gains. Thus, drought stress will inhibit trait inheritance, photosynthesis and grain yield.

3. Challenges in Breeding for Drought Tolerance

Recurrent drought has become the most prominent cause of reduced yield, grain quality and threat to food security and

livelihoods . Challenges in breeding for drought tolerance were reported. There are limited research efforts that

identified key root traits in selecting and improving drought-tolerant wheat. Notably, improved root system attributes (e.g.,

deep and wide-spreading) are desirable for breeding drought-tolerant wheat cultivars . Nevertheless, there is a need to

identify key root traits to improve or develop cultivars with improved root attributes and aid in marker-assisted selection.

Complementarily, there is a lack of simple and efficient phenotyping methods to improve root attributes as they are labor-

intensive and require destructive sampling . Developing new high-throughput phenotyping methods that will promote

systematic phenotyping of root attributes is of paramount importance. There are limited research efforts that identified key

agro-physiological traits in selecting and improving drought-tolerant crops. This is because most drought-adaptive and

constitutive traits are controlled by polygenic epistatic and unstable quantitative trait loci (QTL), which are highly

influenced by genotype-environment interaction . This renders low selection efficiency for superior

genotypes . Genotype–environment interactions are manifested through crossover ranking and rank inconsistencies

when using different indices in identifying drought-tolerant genotypes . Identifying genes associated with drought stress

tolerance and their expression and bridging the gap between theoretical research and applied crop breeding is another

challenge for brought tolerance breeding . This can be tackled by establishing concerted research groups to reveal the

genetic, epigenetic, transcriptomic and metabolomic bases of agro-physiological and root attributes associated with

drought tolerance in wheat . The large genome size (17 Gb) of wheat makes it comparatively more difficult to

identify genetic loci controlling key agro-physiological traits conferring drought tolerance in wheat due to its complex

genetic background. In this regard, identifying stable QTL or establishing marker–trait associations under contrasting

water regimes is crucial for improving drought tolerance using marker-assisted selection (MAS). Extending the genetic

analysis research into applied breeding beyond QTL detection has been minimal due to the lack of robust phenotyping

and the need for translational genetics. Furthermore, existing mapping populations are routinely used, needing the

development of new drought-suited populations. Therefore, new mapping populations sourced from genetically and

complementary genotypes will provide avenues for improved drought tolerance .

4. Opportunities for Drought Tolerance Breeding

4.1. Mechanisms of Drought Tolerance

There are different mechanisms of drought response, including drought escape, drought avoidance and drought tolerance

. Drought escape is an adaptive trait that enables the plants to grow and complete their life cycle before the

beginning of severe drought . Early heading, flowering and maturity, reduced plant height and short growth cycle are

unique attributes to escape dry spells . In particular, early heading, flowering and maturity are major drought

escape mechanisms that allow the completion of the life cycle before the onset of terminal drought stress, which is

common in most rainfed agro-systems . Drought avoidance includes the ability for enhanced uptake of available water
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and nutrients by a longer or deeper root system . This mechanism is associated with a slow growth rate, small or

closed stomata, decreased leaf area, reduced photosynthetic activity and low cell metabolism . Root traits such as

increased root biomass, root length density and rooting depth are key drivers of drought avoidance . Decreased leaf

area is one of the drought avoidance attributes which results in reduced water loss through transpiration . Drought

tolerance is the ability of the plant to maintain its growth, development and reproduction under drought stress conditions

. Early maturity and reduced leaf area are common attributes in drought-adapted genotypes. Therefore, understanding

plant response to drought tolerance at all growth stages is paramount for breeding.

4.2 Selection Indices for Drought Tolerance

Use of the target selection and production environments and water stress management remain fundamental approaches

in drought tolerance improvement . Abdolshahi et al.  reported three approaches for breeding drought tolerance.

These include (1) breeding for higher yield under non-stress conditions, (2) breeding for maximum yield under drought-

prone environments and (3) breeding for drought tolerance using selection indices (traits). For enhanced selection

efficiency under non-stress conditions aimed at improving performance under the target drought-prone environment, the

procedure assumes the trait(s) measured in two different environments not as one but as two traits correlated genetically.

This is because the physiological and genetic mechanisms and the genes required for superior performance may be

different under these environments . High genetic correlation of traits under complementary selection environments

guarantees higher selection responses for yield and yield influencing traits. Traits with high heritability, genetic advance

and genetic gains are essential for direct and indirect selection for better grain yield under different environmental

conditions . Indirect selection involves a selection of one trait via another, while direct selection involves the per

se selection of the target trait . The use of integrative traits accompanied by the development and application of new

and advanced technologies could accelerate the phenotypic selection of drought adaptive traits and consequently improve

yield in marginal/low-yielding environments.

Agronomic traits such as early heading, anthesis, maturity, spike morphology and reduced plant height have been widely

targeted in drought tolerance breeding programs . These traits have been used in direct or indirect selection

for grain yield and drought tolerance in wheat . Drought response varies across the source populations.

Hence evaluating each population is necessary for simultaneous improvement of yield and drought tolerance.

Some physiological traits have been recognised as reliable, cost-effective and non-invasive methods for automated high-

throughput phenotyping in crop breeding programs. According to Monneveux et al. , physiological traits can be used to

select parental genotypes to be used in cross formation. Hence, physiological traits are useful as direct selection criteria

for screening populations to eliminate undesirable segregants across generations. Sallam et al.  have extensively

reviewed drought tolerance-related physiological traits and advances in breeding and genetics research. Key

physiological traits are osmotic potential, stay-green, leaf area, relative water content, canopy temperature, normalised

difference vegetative index (NDVI), leaf water status and stem water-soluble carbohydrates (WSC) . Stay-green

is the ability of a genotype to remain green and continue undertaking photosynthesis due to higher chlorophyll content

compared with other genotypes under drought stress . Such genotypes have improved performance under drought

conditions with higher grain yield and biomass production . SeriM82, a high yielding cultivar released in 1982

exhibited a stay-green phenotype by maintaining green leaf area longer during the grain filling . NDVI is an indirect

selection method for stay-green and yield potential , while CT denotes the plant’s interaction with the soil and

atmosphere whereby plants can mine water under water-restricted conditions . Osmotic adjustments occur when

molecular weight accumulates in lower levels of organic solutes . Leaf water status depends on the cell osmotic

conditions and water transportation from plant shoots . Canopy temperature  and RWC  were major yield

determinants. Grain yield was associated with CT at both vegetative and grain filling stages  and NDVI under rainfed

conditions . Furthermore, stem WSC remobilisation during grain filling contributes to grain yield under drought stress

.

Relatively better yield under drought stress can be achieved by incorporating drought-adaptive biochemical traits from

genetically diverse and unrelated parents . Some of the biochemical traits for drought tolerance include soluble sugar

content, chlorophyll content, gas exchange, proline content, carbohydrate content, and superoxide dismutase

concentration . Proline content regulates nitrogen accumulation and contributes to membrane stability . Gas

exchange is among the key traits susceptible to drought stress. Gas exchange parameters include photosynthetic rate,

stomatal conductance, chlorophyll content and water use efficiency . Drought stress tolerance in wheat was associated

with high antioxidant enzyme activity, i.e., catalase, glutathione reductase and peroxidase and elevated S-metabolites,

i.e., methionine cysteine and glutathione . Synthetic derivatives (SYN-DERs) accumulated more soluble sugars,

superoxide dismutase concentration, and proline content under drought stress . Proline content was significantly
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correlated with grain yield suggesting selection efficiency of this trait under drought stress . A reduction in chlorophyll

content denotes decreased photosynthesis efficiency .

The root and shoot systems are vital for plant growth and development. Exploring genotype plasticity for roots and shoots

is useful to improve drought tolerance . The shoot systems influence plant adaptive response due to differential

environmental changes, including drought stress . Roots are primary organs necessary for growth resource acquisition

such as water and minerals; thus, wheat varieties with broad environmental adaption and high water use efficiency are the

best candidates for breeding. As the soil dries at the surface, a wider and deeper root system ensures access to soil

moisture deeper in the profile during water deficit . Thus, breeding for traits such as root length, density, volume,

surface area and diameter is an efficient strategy in environments where water deeper in the profile could be available

later in the growing season . These traits are indirectly involved in water and nutrient acquisition for plant growth .

Root length and surface area denote the ability of the plant to acquire soil resources (water and nutrients) . The root

length density is used to estimate the soil volume explored by the plant root architecture and consequently the amount of

resources (water and nutrients) available to the plant in the soil . Root diameter reflects the ability of the plant to

adapt to changes in temperature [89], soil texture and water content , and mycorrhizal status . This highlights the

importance of identifying root system attributes that provide better exploration of the soil profile for resource acquisition

and storage, and plant anchorage.

Compared with shallow root genotypes, deep-rooted types have larger-sized grains, higher grain weight and yield. El-

Hassouni et al.  reported that thousand-kernel weight was 9% higher while grain size and grain yield were 35% higher

in deeper rooted genotypes. Root traits can influence stay-green attributes and adaptation to a wide range of climatic or

soil conditions . Thus, phenotyping of both stay-green and root traits could enable the selection of superior

phenotypes for either broad or specific water-stress adaptation.

Plant response or adaptation to drought partially depends on soil properties and the soil water status. Some genotypes

respond to drought by maintaining or increasing root growth while decreasing shoot growth . Reduced root growth

may also occur due to low water status, low oxygen levels (hypoxia or anoxia) and high soil impedance . Early sowing

ensures more profound root growth with the ability to access water from deeper soil profiles in drought-prone

environments . In this case, increased root versus shoot growth may improve the plant water status under different

drought patterns due to enhanced acquisition of water to produce more root tips and maintain the existing shoots.

GmbZIP1 has been linked to increased root and shoot growth under drought . Above-ground biomass was reduced by

45% under drought stress compared to non-stressed conditions in Akron, Ohio, USA . Fletcher and Chenu 

investigated the biomass partitioning of 15 elite Australian cultivars released between 1973 and 2012 and found non-

significant changes in the plant biomass and green-leaf biomass at flowering. Only new varieties partitioned more stem

and spike biomass at the expense of reduced leaves. Changes in tillering ability have also played a role in the partitioning

of stems and spikes. For example, during the 1970s, modern varieties showed increased biomass for every litre of water

transpired due to high tillering , saving up to 500 g of water per plant up to flowering. According to Kirkegaard et al. ,

a 30 cm increase in root depth into the subsoil could extract an extra 10 mm of water in the deeper soils. VRN1 is a gene

modulating flowering behavior and balance between shoot and root architecture in wheat and barley . A spring

wheat cultivar Dharwar Dry released in 1994 exhibited superior shoot and root attributes when assessed at different

growth stages under multiple growth conditions. This variety can improve root traits in dryland or water-stressed

conditions . There have been fewer studies on genetic analysis of root and shoot attributes due to difficulties in

phenotyping as they are labour-intensive and require destructive sampling . Genetic variation for phenotypic

plasticity is threatened by directional selection within a narrow gene pool composed mainly of elite lines. Yet it is

imperative to consider the different and divergent sources of genetic variation to develop drought-tolerant and high-

yielding varieties. Studies on trait–marker associations and biomass allocation will improve the selection efficiency in

conventional breeding programs .

5. Breeding Methodologies and Technologies

5.1. Breeding Wheat for Drought-Tolerance—Conventional Approaches

Conventional breeding involves the creation of genetic variation through sexual recombination of genes from contrasting

parents and selecting superior progenies for developing improved varieties. Different selection methods are used in the

conventional breeding of self-pollinated crops, including wheat. These include bulk selection, pedigree breeding, pure line

selection, and single seed descent (SSD) selection methods, among others. The most widely used selection methods in

wheat improvement are the bulk selection method, pedigree method and SSD , which are briefly outlined

below.
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Bulk selection involves hybridisation of parents to produce the F  generation. The F  is selfed to produce the F

generation, and the subsequent generations are harvested in bulk to raise the next generations up to the F  . This

method is simple, convenient, cost-effective, and relatively easy and does not require pedigree recording. Line selection is

performed at the F  and the evaluations of lines are performed until F  to F  when the population has become

homozygous. During this selection method, natural selection is expected to increase the frequency of superior genotypes

and improve genotype adaptability to different environmental conditions such as salinity and drought stress . The

disadvantages of this method include (1) the longer time required to develop a new variety, (2) unavailability of information

on trait(s) inheritance since a progeny test is not mandatory, and (3) loss of superior genotypes due to natural selection

.

Single seed descent involves advancing the breeding generations through the use of a single seed after the initial crosses

are performed. With this method, F  to F  generations are advanced without selection and irrespective of individual plant

vigour. Selection is only performed later in the F  or F  when the population is presumably homozygous. This method

requires little space, labour and effort and allows rapid advancement of the next generation by retaining sufficiently large

and random samples from F  generation. The major advantages of SSD are (1) the homozygosity can be obtained very

easily and rapidly (two to three generations per year), (2) it is not affected by natural selection and (3) it is amenable to

various selection methods, including speed breeding. The demerits of this method are (1) the selection of plants is based

on individual phenotype and not the progeny performance and (2) loss of desirable traits due to selection from a single

seed per plant .

Pedigree breeding begins with the hybridisation of selected pairs of parents, e.g., “a commercial variety and a genotype

chosen based on a particular superior trait”. A single plant is selected from the segregating F  population. Progeny

performance is evaluated with the repeated selections from F  to F  until the recombined genes are homozygous and the

population is homogeneous . This method requires record keeping to track parent–progeny relationships . During

pedigree breeding, phenotypic selection is performed in the early generations (F ), and yield tests are conducted later

(F  to F ) when the population has reached adequate homozygosity . According to Allard , a new variety may be

released for commercial production after testing for five years at least at five representative locations.

The success of any phenotypic selection programmes depends on drought-adaptive and constitutive traits that are highly

heritable in the breeding generations. Landraces, breeding lines, synthetics, double haploids (DHs) and recombinant

inbred lines (RILs) are largely utilised during drought tolerance breeding . Integration of drought tolerance

genes into the high genetic background is often carried out in conventional breeding. For example, a mapping population

was developed from a cross of SeriM82 × Babax, whereby SeriM82 was a high yielding genotype while Babax was a

drought-tolerant genotype . Conventional breeding requires several generations of screening to identify contrasting

breeding parents and develop stable performing varieties through continuous selection across multiple environmental

conditions . Contrasting and target production environments are used to identify superior genotypes with specific or

broader adaption .

Due to the various limitations associated with phenotypic selection, there is the need for complementary breeding

approaches such as marker-assisted selection, genomic selection and genome editing to identify and select superior

genotypes. This will enable early generation selection and independent to environmental conditions. The advent of

molecular markers and genome editing technologies provides opportunities for phenotyping complex traits, thus reducing

labour, time and costs for cultivar development. This will improve selection efficiency in conventional breeding,

consequently overcoming the shortcomings of conventional breeding.

5.2. Breeding Wheat for Drought-Tolerance—Genomic Resources

Genomic resources are routinely used to complement phenotypic selection. DNA markers are used for genetic analysis

and identify and select superior genotypes heterotic groups, introduce and track genes in the breeding processes. Marker

analysis enable to integrate essential traits and genes conferring the adaptation and performance of wheat genotypes,

including drought and heat stress conditions. Marker-assisted selection (MAS) will allow efficient selection irrespective of

the stage of the plant growth and without the influence of the environment and thus shortening the breeding cycle .

Molecular markers such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and diversity array technology (DArT) have

revolutionized the application of MAS in wheat breeding programs . Several markers associated with drought-

responsive agronomic traits have been identified . However, the genetic control of drought tolerance is

complex due to the large number of genes, unstable QTL, epistatic interaction of QTL and the large genome size and the

complicated genetic background of wheat . Furthermore, most marker technologies indicate the presence or absence

of a gene without detailed information on its expression and effects on a trait .
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The advent of genomic resources to avail high-density genome-wide genotype-by sequencing (GBS) have allowed

genomic prediction and selection of superior genotypes with multi-genetic traits at the early stages of the breeding cycle

. In wheat, GBS or next-generation genotyping are valuable tools that are widely used to discover SNPs, identify

genetic variations, reduce genome complexity and predict genetic gains . Genomic selection (GS) involves the

following steps: (1) phenotyping of diverse sets of populations for different quantitative traits and genotyping across the

entire genome to predict the performance of the distinct population, (2) genotyping of breeding population to estimate the

genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs), (3) validation of both sets of populations by phenotyping and genotyping

and (4) investigation of genetic gains over time . GS is carried out to accommodate all minor-effect QTL, to

identify individuals with the highest GEBVs for target traits and to reduce the number of generations required to select a

superior phenotype. The combination of GS with phenotypic selection (PS) showed an improvement of yield by 23%,

indicating that genetic gains could be improved by complementing conventional PS with GS in breeding programs .

However, GS is yet to be explored for drought tolerance breeding since drought patterns may vary over space and time

across wheat varieties and locations.

5.3. Gene editing Technologies and Breeding for Drought Tolerance

The wheat genome is a complex build-up of genes from three genomes (AABBDD, 2n = 6x = 42) . This renders

complex regulatory pathways to interact, constitute and maintain genetic homeostasis. Genome editing alters particular

genomic regions through insertion, deletion and substitution of genes . Thus, any new gene(s) inserted

or substituted in the genome should be stable and in a desirable direction .

In the past years, genome editing has enabled scientists to generate targeted modifications in organisms of interest 

. The genetic engineering approach efficiency in organisms through genome editing involves nucleases: zinc-finger

nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like-effector nucleases (TALENs) and the clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeat (CRISPR/Cas systems)  such as CRISPR/Cas9, CRISPR/sgRNA and CRISPR/Cpf1 

. Notably, CRISPR/Cas9 could aid in the rapid improvement of drought and locally adapted varieties by integrating

genes from wild relatives showing drought tolerance. This will deliver new commercial varieties that still retain stress

resistance traits of their wild relatives .

The use of genomic resources and technologies could accelerate molecular breeding and improvement of crops for

adaptability to abiotic and biotic stresses. Intra-or inter-genus and species transfer of alien genes for drought and heat

tolerance can be deployed successfully to improve wheat adaptability. For example, the transfer of foreign genes

modulating stress-adaptive traits, including hormones, dehydration-responsive element-binding proteins (DREB),

enzymes and deeper rooting genes (DRO1) have proved that wheat adaptation and performance can be improved .

An example of intragenus transfer of a gene(s) includes DRO1 and DREB genes. DRO1 controls root growth angle in rice

 and influences the orientation of the root system in wheat . DREB are involved in tolerance to numerous abiotic

stresses, including drought, salinity, low temperature and abscisic acid (ABA) in wheat , and drought tolerance and

growth retardation in rice .

The application of these technologies is not limited to drought tolerance studies. For example, CRISPR/Cas9 technologies

have confirmed their simplicity, proficiency, flexibility and wide adaptability and applicability in several plant-based

applications . For example, they have been used for targeted mutagenesis in chickpeas to unravel responsive genes

under drought stress . Loss-of-function mutations are the most genomic modification that occurred during the

domestication whereby they were stacked in key genes controlling traits such as flowering, seed shattering, colour and

size through the application of CRISPR/Cas9 . This has enabled breeders to retrace thousands of years of crop

improvement in the process of de novo domestication.

One of the main limiting factors to genome editing is the plant transformation efficiency, which hinders the transfer of

edited material into the target cells . The role of genome editing is to change an organism’s DNA (add, remove or alter)

at a particular location in the genome. Therefore, repairing the pathways of DNA double-strand break (DSB) are

homology-dependent repair (HDR) in which a donor sequence matching the target is copied, and nonhomologous end-

joining (NHEJ) in which rejoining the broken ends can lead to mutations at the break site . The advent and high

potential of genome editing in crops are continuing to drive the development of more effective plant transformation

approaches.

5.4. Genes Associated with Drought Tolerance

A gene is considered a candidate when it is associated with a known or proposed function determining the QTL of a trait

of interest. As drought brings about changes in gene expression, identification of the expression of candidate genes under
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drought stress is important. Wheat genotypes use multiple mechanisms to respond to drought stress and numerous

genes condition these mechanisms. This includes genes involved in the coding proteins involved in osmotic adjustment,

repairs, transcriptions and regulations . Several bio-chemicals assist in regulating dehydration

membrane stabilization and osmotic adjustments, among other functions , thus enabling wheat response to drought

at different growth stages .

Genes controlling root architecture play a significant role in resource acquisition such as water and nutrients and have

been widely targeted in drought tolerance breeding. DEEPER ROOTING1 (DRO1) gene, a rice QTL controlling root

growth angle reportedly played a significant role in altering root system architecture, thus improving drought avoidance

. Rice DRO1 orthologs and wheat DRO1 orthologs share 76% identity, suggesting the possibility of functional

similarity and potential contribution in manipulating root surface area (RSA) for drought avoidance in wheat . Deep-

rooted plants contribute to drought avoidance by extracting moisture from deeper soil layers . A field study assessed

the effect of drought on changes in wheat transcriptome during the early reproductive stage and discovered 309

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) involved in various critical processes such as floral development, photosynthetic

activity and stomatal movement . Candidate gene TaELF3 for earliness per se (Eps) locus has proved to play a

significant role in regulating flowering time . Green revolution genes such as Rht-Blb and Rht-D1b significantly reduce

plant height in wheat . GPC-B1 is an important gene regulating gluten protein content in wheat, thus significantly

affecting grain yield . Genes such as TaSNAC8-6A, TaMYB3R1 and TaNAC69 have been reported to contribute to

drought response in wheat . This represents valuable wheat genetic resources for the improvement of drought

tolerance. However, the impact of these genes on grain yield remains to be elucidated. Gene pyramiding and stacking by

crossing complementary drought tolerance genotypes/traits from different growth stages could boost drought adaptation

and grain yield.

Gene cloning in wheat has been achieved using comparative genomics approaches between wheat and rice, resulting in

yield-related genes such as TaTGW6 , TaGW2-6A  and TaGS-D1  and TaSus2  among others. TaMYBsm3
and TaCRT1 are among other genes cloned for wheat adaptation to abiotic stresses such as drought . The

discovery of these genes has provided useful information in understanding the genetics of wheat adaptation to target

environments, yield stability, and its contributing traits’ performance under such conditions. Such breakthroughs can be

utilised in MAS and genomic selection to accelerate breeding, variety development and deployment.

5.5. QTLs Associated with Root and Shoot Attributes under Drought Conditions

Genetic improvement of drought-responsive root attributes and their contribution to higher and stable grain yield through

the integration of advanced genomic approaches is of immense importance. Initially, QTL mapping involved the use of bi-

parental crosses in different genetic backgrounds. This approach enabled estimation of the number of genomic regions

controlling the specific traits in defined populations, characterization of the genomic regions with regard to map position,

gene function, phenotypic and pleiotropic effects and epistatic interactions with other QTL. However, this was limited in

allelic diversity, genomic resolution and the longer time required to develop mapping populations.

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) and/or marker–trait association (MTA) approach overcomes several QTL

mapping limitations by producing higher resolution, based on linkage disequilibrium across the genome,

exploiting/employing data from diverse genetic backgrounds, making these approaches more efficient . With

GWAS/MTAs, an extensive collection of wheat germplasm is genotyped with SNPs or DArT markers throughout the

genome to identify associations with the phenotypic trait(s) of interest . However, the large and complex

wheat genome, and incompatible genome sequence make GWAS and MTAs studies challenging for identifying genomic

regions underlying the observed phenotypes. The availability of wheat sequence reference genome has allowed

annotation of functional genes , thus enhancing understanding of genome architecture, gene expression, the

relationship between drought tolerance genes/QTLs and their conditioning factors . In the past 68 years

(1947–2015), multi-trait MTAs or genomic regions have significantly contributed to yield gains of 2.63 to 25.7 million tons

. Nearly 800 MTAs/GWAS were reported for drought-responsive traits, i.e., agronomic, physiological, roots and its

related traits . Significant MTAs were reported for 36 agro-morphological traits .

Mwadzingeni et al.  have comprehensively documented genomic regions associated with agro-morphological traits.

However, genomic studies on the relationship between root and shoot as well as yield traits remain to be elucidated. This

is because root and shoot traits are complex, controlled by polygenes, QTL and environmental effects; therefore, it is

challenging to quantify under field conditions. Despite the likely importance of roots and shoots in wheat performance and

drought tolerance, few genomic studies on these traits have been undertaken . Wheat genome B and D 

have shown to be the main genomes influencing root traits response to drought stress suggesting that these regions are
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pleitropic and have multiple genes influencing root development. Wheat genome D contained the most loci for root traits

under drought-stressed conditions . Kabir et al.  found chromosomes 2A, 3A, 4D and 5A in a DH population and

chromosomes 3B, 4A, 4D and 5B in RIL population as the main loci influencing root parameters. Chromosome 4D

harbours pleiotropic QTL for root traits in DH and RIL populations, while chromosome 3A had the pleiotropic markers in

the DH population. In addition to locus 3A, chromosomes 2B and 2D have shown pleitropic QTL for root parameters .

QTL on 1B, 3D, 4D, 5A and 5B for coleoptile length were found while chromosome 3D, 4D and 5A showed pleiotropism

for plant height . QTL for coleoptile length were found on chromosomes 3B and 4B . These results show that QTLs

for root parameters are genetically complex and highly influenced by the growth medium and the plant genotype. Some

favourable alleles are not well recorded from different environments and genetic backgrounds, thus presenting

opportunities in deploying specific alleles with the use of molecular markers. Therefore, it is important to develop accurate,

reliable and well-defined phenotyping assays and techniques to elucidate the mechanisms underlying tolerance to drought

stress and high yield under drought-stressed conditions. Identifying genomic regions associated with important breeding

traits under rainfed and drought stress conditions and characterization of their genetic make-up is of paramount

importance. This will improve the development of breeding pools with positive and beneficial alleles and introgression

through MAS. Current and future breeding programs can devise strategies to accumulate these alleles to increase genetic

gains.

6. Outlook and conclusion

Wheat breeders and agronomists strive to increase rates of genetic gains for grain yield to support a growing population.

Though yield improvement is a key target for most breeding programs globally, current breeding pipelines are not

optimised for selecting drought adaptive and constitutive traits and yield. Selection accuracy for quantitative traits may be

accelerated by evaluating more selection candidates in multi-environments using well-defined phenotyping assays and

phenotyping tools to deliver drought-tolerant varieties. Various selection methods for grain yield and its contributing agro-

morphological traits under drought conditions, molecular markers, and genomic regions have been adopted to develop

drought-suited varieties. However, simultaneous improvement of drought tolerance and yield through its breeding traits

has been perceived as challenging due to inadequate phenotyping techniques, challenges in identifying key breeding

traits and large genotype by environment interaction. The large and complex genome size of wheat influencing the

expression of multiple genes and QTLs under a given set of conditions makes breeding for quantitative traits complicated.

Labour costs, time and space constraints are among major limiting factors.

Strategies such as the cultivation of high-yielding cultivars, high-throughput phenotyping, increased irrigation and water

use efficiency are of immense importance. Understanding of environmental variables and agronomic factors determining

wheat response to drought and yield is paramount. The exploitation of genetic resources such as landraces, synthetics

and wild relatives will lead to the discovery of the wealth of important alleles that can be used in breeding and

improvement programs. Advances in molecular markers and marker technologies such as QTL analysis and detection

could accelerate genetic selections for significant breeding traits thus reducing the breeding cycle. The availability of

wheat sequence reference genome has allowed annotation of functional genes, thus enhancing discovery and

understanding of genome architecture, gene expression, the relationship between drought tolerance genes/QTLs and

their conditioning factors. Improvement in data analysis techniques will give more power to identify genes and trait

associations as well as guide breeders on the yearly status or progress of breeding in their programs. Therefore,

elucidation of genetic loci underlying significant breeding traits facilitating wheat adaptation and tolerance to drought and

their expression patterns to drought stress will provide a strong foundation for knowledge-based breeding approaches and

strategies for improved germplasm for multi-environment and environment-specific niches.
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